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ABOUT
ZILLENNIAL MAG
Our millennial side pushes us to get involved and do

more for our community. We are by no means experts on

any of the topics we write about, we're just curious

people who talk about anything our mind revolves

around, from organic hair care to political and cultural

issues. We don't claim to know the truth or have all the

answers, but we are open and willing to learn. We

generally believe it's more important to listen than to

speak, and we are not trying to tell you what to think, but

rather want to provide a starting point for conversations

and further research.



What we're looking for

Sustainability

Providing everyday

guidance to live a

more sustainable

life

Career

Discussing popular

topics in the

modern corporate

world

Society

Culture, politics,

ethics, almost

anything that

sparks discussion

Self Care

Educational

resources and

shopping

recommendations

related to internal

and external

personal care

Currently we focus on the 4 key categories below.

If you're interested on writing about something else, please let us

know.



How the process works

1 Pitch
Define what idea or topic you

would like to talk about - we'll

discuss it and provide feedback!

3 Submit
Share the article with us via

Email or Whatsapp.

2 Write
Write the article in a

compelling, engaging way.

4 Share
We'll let you know once it's

published. Don't forget to

share within your networks.



ARTICLE GUIDELINES

Format

Please share your

article in Word or

Pages - no PDFs or

PPTs. Word count is not

limited.

Language

Please write in English,

using contracted or full

forms (whatever feels

natural for you).

Tone of voice

We like to keep our

tone informal and

engaging, without

trying to be funny.

Make it conversational

and accessible.



ARTICLE GUIDELINES
Text Format

Add titles to divide the

different sections if

necessary. Feel free to

add bulletpoints or

images. If you add

images, please provide

them separately & don't

forget to add information

regarding the source.

No tables please!

Sources

Please provide

supporting evidence for

any claims you make in

your article. List all

your sources and

reference materials by

the end of the

document - a simple

link works!

Profile

Please add a picture of

yourself if you like, a

social media handle

and two introductory

sentences written in 3rd

person.



Write the article about a topic you're
confident about and in a way that sounds
natural to you while respecting the
styleguide.

How to get started:



IMPORTANT
REMINDERS
Currently, we can't offer compensation for contributions or collaborations.

We'll revise the article once submited and confirm a publishing date.

Please note that we revise the grammar before proceeding to publish so

the published article might be slightly different to what you provided to us.



THANK YOU

Don't forget to reach out if you have

questions!

Thanks so much for supporting Zillennial

Mag. we're looking forward to a successful

collaboration :)



ZILLENNIAL MAG
The online magazine for curious and

socially-committed minds.


